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Instruction

(1-a) Source Video 

t=0s             t=15s          t=30s          t=45s          t=60s

(1-c) Instruction: “Make it Monet style”.

(1-b) Instruction: “Make it Van Gogh style”. 

t=0s             t=15s          t=30s          t=45s          t=60s

(2-c) Instruction: “Change it to daytime”.

(2-b) Instruction: “Make it Van Gogh style”. 

(2-a) Source Video 

Local Editing

Global Editing

(4-a) Source Video 

(4-a) Instruction: “Make it fashion”. 

(4-a) Source Video 

(4-a) Instruction: “Swap eyes with Superman's”. 

Figure 1: Video editing results by VIA. VIA excels in precise and consistent editing across diverse
video editing tasks. Above show consistent results over long videos with duration of 1 minute, which
is challenging in current literature. Below show consistent results of precise local editing.

Abstract

Video editing stands as a cornerstone of digital media, from entertainment and edu-
cation to professional communication. However, previous methods often overlook
the necessity of comprehensively understanding both global and local contexts,
leading to inaccurate and inconsistency edits in the spatiotemporal dimension, es-
pecially for long videos. In this paper, we introduce VIA, a unified spatiotemporal
VIdeo Adaptation framework for global and local video editing, pushing the limits
of consistently editing minute-long videos. First, to ensure local consistency within
individual frames, the foundation of VIA is a novel test-time editing adaptation
method, which adapts a pre-trained image editing model for improving consistency
between potential editing directions and the text instruction, and adapts masked
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latent variables for precise local control. Furthermore, to maintain global con-
sistency over the video sequence, we introduce spatiotemporal adaptation that
adapts consistent attention variables in key frames and strategically applies them
across the whole sequence to realize the editing effects. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that, compared to baseline methods, our VIA approach produces edits
that are more faithful to the source videos, more coherent in the spatiotemporal
context, and more precise in local control. More importantly, we show that VIA
can achieve consistent long video editing in minutes, unlocking the potentials for
advanced video editing tasks over long video sequences.

1 Introduction

With the exponential growth of digital content creation, video editing has become indispensable
for various purposes, including filmmaking [1, 2], advertising [3, 4], education [5, 6], and social
media [7, 8]. This task presents significant challenges, primarily in preserving the integrity of the
original video, accurately executing user instructions, and maintaining consistent editing quality
over time and space. These challenges become particularly pronounced with longer videos, where
ensuring long-range spatiotemporal consistency is critical.

To tackle these challenges, an extensive range of methods have been proposed [9–12]. One promising
approach, building on the remarkable success of image-based diffusion models [13–17], is to adapt
their image editing capabilities to ensure temporal consistency during test time [18, 19, 12, 20, 21].
However, there remains a crucial oversight in comprehensively addressing both global and local
contexts, leading to inaccuracies and inconsistencies in edits across spatiotemporal dimension. Most
existing methods are constrained by their ability to maintain spatiotemporal consistency, typically
limiting their edits to video sequences only seconds in duration. In fact, the source video itself can be
the best guide due to its inherent spatiotemporal consistency. Therefore, achieving effective video
editing across longer durations requires novel approaches that not only ensure temporal consistency
during testing but also encompass a deeper understanding of source video cues at both global and
local levels.

In this work, we introduce VIA, a unified spatiotemporal video adaptation framework towards faithful,
consistent, and precise video editing, pushing the limits of editing minute-long videos. First, the
foundation of our work is a novel test-time editing adaptation that adapts a pretrained image editing
model, to improve semantic understanding of the source video and consistency between potential
editing directions and the text instruction. We propose an augmentation pipeline to obtain the
in-domain tuning set for test-time adaptation, where the image editing model learns to associate
specific visual editing directions with the provided instructions, significantly enhancing semantic
understanding and editing consistency within individual frames. To further enhance local consistency,
we introduce local latent adaptation with automated mask generation powered by the multimodal
large language model and segmentation model, which achieves precise local control of the editing
targets across frames.

Second, adapting image editing models inherently lacks spatiotemporal consistency when applied to
video frames. To address this, we introduce spatio-temporal attention adaptation for maintaining
global editing consistency across frames. Specifically, we propose a gather-and-swap strategy for
efficient global editing, which leverages consistent attention variables from the model’s architecture,
and strategically applies them across the sequence. This method not only aligns with the continuity of
the video but also reinforces the fidelity of the editing process, ensuring that changes are harmonized
across frames and over time.

Through rigorous testing and evaluation, our methods have demonstrated superior performance over
existing techniques, offering significant improvements in both local edit precision and the overall
aesthetic quality of videos. By pushing the boundaries of what is possible in video editing, our work
opens new avenues for media production and creative content generation, marking a significant step
forward in the integration of AI-driven techniques into video editing. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to achieve minutes-long video editing.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Text-driven Video Editing

Text-driven Video Editing is a process to modify videos according to the instructions given by user.
Inspired by the remarkable success of text-driven image editing [16, 17, 22–24], extensive methods
have been proposed for video content editing [25, 18, 19, 12, 20, 21, 26]. One paradigm for video
editing is to adapt an image-based model to video. For example, [18] adapts image editing to
the video domain without any training or fine-tuning by changing the self-attention mechanisms in
Instruct-Pix2Pix to cross-frame attentions. [19] explicitly propagates diffusion features based on
inter-frame correspondences to enforce consistency in the diffusion feature space. [27] construct
a neural video field to enable encoding long videos with hundreds of frames in a memory-efficient
manner and then update the video field with image-based model to impart text-driven editing effects.
[26] plug in any existing image editing tools to support an extensive array of video editing tasks.
However, these methods are constrained by their ability to maintain global and local consistency,
limiting to edit short videos within seconds. To efficiently enable longer video editing, [12] centers
on the concept of anchor-based cross-frame attention, firstly achieving editing 27 seconds videos. In
our work, we built upon this line of work and improve editing and spatiotemporal consistency, firstly
pushing the limits of video editing to minutes-long videos.

2.2 Test-time Adaptation

Image-based video editing faces the challenge of ensuring temporal consistency during test time. To
address this, [10] propose to finetune a text-to-image model on a test video, enabling the generated
videos with similar motion patterns to the source video. [9] proposes light-weight spatial and
temporal adapters for efficient one-shot video editing. [11] adds a motion modeling module to the
frozen based text-to-image model, and trains it on video clips, thereby distilling a reasonable motion
prior. [12] uses the same training set that was used to training the image editing model, and applies
a data augmentation strategy for continuing pretraining to make the model equivariant to affine
transformations. Different from the above approaches, we propose two orthogonal approaches that
employs inference-time finetuing and local latent adaption, ensuring consistent and precise editing
across frames.

2.3 Spatiotemporal Consistency

Ensuring spatiotemporal consistency is critical for video editing, especially for long videos. [20]
makes the attempt to study and utilize the cross-attention and spatial-temporal self-attention during
DDIM inversion. [21] proposes a spatial regularization module to fidelity to the original video. [28]
presents spectral motion alignment (SMA), a framework that learns motion patterns by incorporating
frequency-domain regularization, facilitating the learning of whole-frame global motion dynamics,
and mitigating spatial artifacts. [12] improves the design of spatial temporal attention to anchor-
based cross-frame attention to ensure spatiotemporal consistency. In our work, we further ensure
consistency inside the anchor-based frames and propose a two-step gather-swap process to adapt
spatiotemporal attention for consistent global editing.

3 Preliminaries

Diffusion Models In this work, we adapt existing image editing model for instruction-based video
editing. Given an image x, the diffusion process produces a noisy latent zt from the encoded latent
z = E(x) where the noise level increases over timesteps t ∈ T . A network ϵθ is trained to minimize
the following optimization problem,

min
θ

Ey,ϵ,t

[∥∥ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, E(cI), cT )
∥∥] (1)

where ϵ ∈ N (0, 1) is the noise added by the diffusion process and y = (cT , cI , x) is a triplet of
instruction, input image and target image. Here ϵθ usually operate on the U-Net architecture [29],
including convolutional blocks, as well as self-attention and cross-attention layers.

Attention Layer The attention layer first computes the attention map using query, Q ∈ Rnq×d,
and key, K ∈ Rnk×d where d, nq and nk are the hidden dimension, the numbers of the query and key
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Adaptation
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Local Latent
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Adaptation

Fine-tune

Adaptation

Instruction: “Make the dog black”

Figure 2: Overview of our VIA framework. For local consistency, Test-time Editing Adaptation
finetunes the editing model with augmented editing pairs to ensure the consistent editing directions
with the text instruction, and Local Latent Adaptation achieves precise editing control and preserves
non-target pixels from the input video. For global consistency, Spatiotemporal Adaptation collects
and applies key attention variables across all frames.

tokens respectively. Then, the calculated attention map is applied to the value, V ∈ Rn×d, describing
as follows:

Z′ = Attention(Q,K,V) = Softmax(
QK⊤
√
d

)V, (2)

Q = ZWq, K = CWk, V = CWv, (3)

where Wq,Wk,Wv are the projection matrices to map the different inputs to the same hidden
dimension d. Z is the hidden state and C is the condition. For self attention layers, the condition is
the hidden state while the condition is text conditioning in cross attention layers.

Cross-frame Attention Given N frames from source video, cross-frame attention has been em-
ployed in video editing by incorporating K and V from previous frames into the current frame’s
editing process [30, 21, 12], as shown below:

ϕ = Softmax
(
Qcurr[Kcurr,Kgroup]

T

√
d

)
[Vcurr,Vgroup], (4)

where Kgroup = [K0, . . . ,Kk] and Vgroup = [V0, . . . ,Vk], and k is the group size. By incorporating
Kgroup and Vgroup during the video editing process for each frame, the temporal consistency is
improved. In this paper, we improve cross-frame attention with a two stage gather-swap process to
significantly improve the spatiotemporal consistency.

4 The VIA Framework

We introduce a unified framework to address key challenges in instruction-guided video editing,
particularly the issues of editing consistency and spatiotemporal consistency across video frames
using an image editing model as in Fig. 2. Below, we detail the distinct methodologies that underpin
our approach, each tailored to solve specific aspects of video editing challenges.

4.1 Test-Time Editing Adaptation for Consistent Local Editing

Videos typically exhibit significant variances across the temporal dimension, especially for long
videos. When adapting image editing models for video editing, the same edit instructions can lead to
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Change the cat in wood sculpture.

Make it to Van Gogh Style.

Replace it into Noodle.

Prompt:
Given this image and an editing instruction,
determine which part of the image should be edited.
Please always use the specific category name.

Large 
Vision-language

Model

cat mask

whole image

rice mask

Figure 3: Automatic mask generation. A single frame from the video, along with a tailored text
prompt that encapsulates the editing instruction, is fed into a Large Vision-Language Model (LVLM),
such as GPT-4, to generate a text description specifying the area to be edited. If the designated editing
area does not encompass the entire image, this text description is then input into a segmentation
model to create a mask for the targeted area.

diverse semantic interpretations and indicate different areas that should be altered in different frames.
This inherent variability makes it challenging to maintain consistent edits throughout the entire video.
To this end, we propose two orthogonal approaches for consistent local editing.

Drawing inspiration from DreamBooth [31], which employs inference-time fine-tuning to associate
specific objects with unique textual tokens, we also link visual editing outcomes with corresponding
editing instructions. We first propose a pipeline to obtain the in-domain tuning set without needing
external resources. For the video to be edited, the image editing model Ψ first edit a randomly
sampled frame Sroot with different random seed, and choose the best editing result Eroot. Given the
choosing editing result, Eroot, we use random affine transformation to both edited frame and source
frame. Consider Fk as the affine transformation:

T = {(Fk(S),Fk(E), I) | Fk ∈ F} (5)

where F is the set of transformation. So the tuning set T , consists of triples: source image, edited
image, and editing instruction. By fine-tuning the image editing model Ψ on this domain-specific
dataset, the model learns to associate specific visual editing directions with the provided instructions.

This approach offers two significant benefits. Firstly, it enhances semantic consistency across the
video, particularly for instructions that lack detailed editing specifications, by mitigating divergent
editing outcomes for different frames. Secondly, it improves the overall quality of edits by using
the best editing outcome as the root pair for further fine-tuning, a method particularly effective in
localized edits where performance might otherwise be less robust. In this way, the image editing
model reinforces its most successful editing strategies.

Local Latent Adaptation Editing instructions may indicate that only a particular area should be
altered. However, current end-to-end models for following such instructions often inadvertently
modify areas not targeted by the user. To address this issue, we propose a method for precise editing.
Initially, a Large Vision-Language Model (LVLM) is prompted to provide a textual description, P ,
of the area to be swapped for each frame. Based on this description, P , we employ the Segment
Anything model [32] to extract a mask delineating the area to be edited.

Previous methods in image domain achieved localized editing via directly blending the latent z from
source image and target image at each diffusion step [33, 34]. For video editing, rather than just the
source frame, the editing process should also consider other frames and maintain in-frame consistency.
Here, we propose to anneally increase the blend the latent from source frame to target frame. During
the diffusion process, we merge the inverted latent representation with the generated latent at each
timestep. Furthermore, we observed that this blending process benefits the overall video editing
workflow by ensuring that edits are confined to the targeted areas. By maintaining the integrity of
non-targeted regions, our approach compels the model to adhere strictly to the editing instructions
and focus on the specified areas. We further propose Progressive Boundary Integration to smoothly
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A

Figure 4: The gather and swap process for video editing. The left part of the diagram illustrates
the gathering process. We initially select k + 1 frames evenly distributed throughout the video. The
first frame undergoes standard editing using an image editing model, during which the attention
variables are captured and stored. For each of the subsequent k frames, the attention variable from the
preceding frame is swapped in, and its own attention variables are also preserved. In the right part,
the collected attention variables from all k + 1 frames are swapped into the editing process of each
frame. This includes applying the previously gathered attention variables to enhance the consistency
and quality of edits across the sequence.

merge the source latent and the target latent. This is accomplished through a linear interpolation
between the values 0 and 1 across the series. The mathematical representation is given by:

Msrc(x, y) =

{
Msrc(x, y) · t

T , if t ≤ T and Msrc(x, y) = 1
Msrc(x, y), otherwise

(6)

Here, Msrc(x, y) is predefined as 1 in a specific central area and 0 elsewhere. Within this central area,
Msrc(x, y) incrementally increases from 0 to 1 over T steps, while the values outside this central
region remain unchanged.

4.2 Spatiotemporal Adaptation for Consistent Global Editing

To improve the inefficiency issue of cross-frame attention, [12] proposed to sample a set of group
frames and edit them with an image-based model. However, this approach does not ensure consistency
inside the group frames as the attention variables in this group are still generated independently. Thus,
we propose a two-step gather-swap process to adapt spatiotemporal attention for consistent global
editing.

Firstly, in the group gathering stage, the model progressively edits the image, with key K and value
V from previous frames in the group, rather from their own Kcurr and Vcurr,

ϕ = softmax

(
QcurrK

T
prev√

d

)
Vprev, (7)

K(t+1)
group = [K(t)

group,Kcurr], V(t+1)
group = [V(t)

group,Vcurr] (8)
Since Kcurr and Vcurr are calculated by the ϕ from the last layer, which already has a stronger
dependency on other frames, the saved elements have a stronger consistency with previous group
elements, leading to in-group consistency.

In the second stage, we utilize the attention group in the editing process of all frames, including the
frames used to generate the attention group. In this way, we address the inconsistency of the first few
frames in the group, where they have less dependency on other frames. During the editing process,
each frame still does not utilize its own attention variables:

ϕ = softmax

(
QcurrK

T
group√
d

)
Vgroup, (9)
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Source Video

Replace into an alien Replace the animal to tiger Place the dog on Monet's water lilies

Source Video

Make the tree green Make the animal paper structure Make the background yellow

Figure 5: Local editing results. VIA is capable of diverse local editing tasks where only part of the
pixels in the frame should be altered, including identity swapping, object part editing, background
editing.

in this way, all frames share the same attention group that is consistent in itself, which yields maximum
consistency between edited frames. Furthermore, previous work has only utilized self-attention for
cross-frame attention. We found that cross-attention also serves a similar function, and combining
both yields maximum editing results. To maximize coverage of the dynamic changes within a video,
we select attention variables from frames that are evenly distributed throughout the video, thereby
ensuring a broad representation of frame differences. Figure 4 illustrates the two stages, where A
represents both K and V.

5 Evaluation

In this paper, we adapt open source image editing model MGIE [35] for video editing. For spa-
tiotemporal adaptation, we gather attention variables from 4 frames. For editing adaptation, we
design folowing transformations for each image-pair to enhance variability while maintaining the
structural integrity of the images: (i) slight rotation (up to ±5 degrees); (ii) translation (up to 5% both
horizontally and vertically); (iii) following the previous two, cropping transformed images from 75%
to 100% of its original size to simulate changes in the framing of video sequences. Additionally, the
images are sheared by up to 10 degrees. These affine transformations introduce realistic variations to
mimic the diversity of viewing angles typically encountered across different frames in a video. We
prompt GPT-4V to provide the localized textual descrption and extract editing mask using Grounding
DINO [36] and Segment Anything [37].

For comprehensive evaluations with state-of-the-art work, we first compare our results with the closed
source method, Fairy [12], which handles longest videos up to 27 seconds in length, using the video
from their paper. We then conduct qualitative and human evaluations with open-sourced state-of-the-
art baselines, AnyV2V [26], Rerender [38], Tokenflow [19], Video-P2P [30], and Tune-A-Video [10].
For AnyV2V, we use the first edited frame from VIA.

5.1 Long Video Editing

A direct consequence of the high consistency feature in our video editing framework is its proficiency
in editing longer videos. While one of our baselines, Fairy [12], has not made their code publicly
available, they report that their model can handle videos up to 27 seconds in length. We compare
our results on the same video using sample identical instructions in Figure 8. Remarkably, VIA
demonstrate superior global and local consistency, attributable to our unified adaptation framework.
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Source Video

In Van Gogh
style

In Post-
impressionism

Make it black
and white

Make it night
with light
from camera

Figure 6: Global editing results. VIA demonstrates robust global editing performance across various
videos using a consistent set of editing instructions, producing high-quality results.

Source Video (a) “Make cat Monet style”

(b) “Make image Van Gogh style” (c) “Make the cat blue”

(d) “Make image grayscale” (e) “Make the cat green”

Figure 7: Global and local stylization. We show video editing results with different given instructions
in (a)-(e). Local Editing in VIA is not limited to object swapping. Whereas other methods can only
do stylization on the whole image, our model could achieve a local stylization.

5.2 Qualitative Results

Local editing results. Fig. 5 demonstrates the performance of VIA on various local editing tasks
where only specific parts of the frame are altered. VIA accurately identifies the target position and
performs precise edits, even with occluded subjects, as seen in the "Replace the animal with a tiger"
example. In addition to editing foreground subjects, VIA excels at background modifications. For
instance, it can seamlessly "Place the dog on Monet’s water lilies" in a video. In the challenging
skeleton video, where the background needs to fill the gaps between the bones, VIA maintains
consistent performance without affecting the dancing skeleton.

Global editing results. In Fig. 6, we show the global editing performance of VIA across various
videos using a consistent set of editing instructions, yielding high-quality results. The same set of
editing prompts was applied to different videos. The bottom example illustrates VIA’s ability to
understand and consistently apply visual effects across all frames.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the advanced video editing capabilities of our method, highlighting its ability to
perform both global and local stylization. Unlike previous methods, which are limited to applying
stylistic changes to the entire image, our approach allows for precise, localized edits. This flexibility
is illustrated through various examples in subfigures (a)-(e), where different instructions are applied
to achieve distinct editing effects. Whether it’s object swapping or specific regional stylization, our
model surpasses the limitations of traditional methods by enabling targeted modifications while
preserving the overall composition and aesthetic integrity of the video.
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Time Frame(s)
t=0.00             t=3.75            t=9.36            t=14.15          t=27.00

Source Video + Instruction: “In low poly art style”

(a) Ours

(b) Fairy Model

Figure 8: Comparison with the baseline model on the long video. We visualize editing results on
sampled frames from a 27-second duration video.

Source Video
Instruction: “Set time to be sunset” (a) Ours

(b) AnyV2V (c) Tokenflow

(d) Rerender (e) Tune-A-Video

Source Video
Instruction: “Change to a black chimpanzee” (a) Ours

(b) AnyV2V (c) Tokenflow

(d) Rerender (e) Tune-A-Video

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison with baselines. The left side video is a fast-moving cloud, while
the right side video is a monkey moving out of the camera. Our model is able to produce consistent
editing results.

Qualitative Comparison. In Figure 9, we present two example of video editing. In the first example,
the video features a rapidly moving cloud against a blue sky, with the editing directive set to "Set
the time to sunset." This task challenges the editing model to deduce the necessary visual alterations.
Despite the cloud’s swift movement—which places high demands on the model’s consistency—our
model demonstrates excellent consistency across various frames. Moreover, the Editing Adaptation
process enables VIA to effectively align the visual effects with the concept of "sunset." Conversely,
other models failed to execute this command adequately. Notably, the AnyV2V model managed to
partially achieve the desired visual effect by utilizing the initial frame from VIA. On the right, we
present an example of object swapping, where a monkey moves from inside the frame to outside the
frame. The challenge lies in ensuring a smooth transition from the whole subject to a partial subject.
While other methods often introduce artifacts and exhibit significant inconsistencies between the
edited frame and the source video, VIA achieves seamless subject identity swapping, maintaining
visual coherence and continuity throughout the transition.

5.3 Human Evaluation

Due to the free form nature of the editing process and the lack of ground truth, we use human
evaluation as the quantitative results. Here we sampled 400 videos for human evaluation. We
conducted a human evaluation study to assess the performance of our VIA (Ours) against open
sourced state-of-the-art baselines, including Rerender, TokenFlow, AnyV2V, Video-P2P, and Tune-
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Table 1: Human evaluation results. We compare our model with five previous open-source methods
from three aspects. ‘Tie’ indicates the two models are on par with each other.

Ours Rerender Tie Ours TokenFlow Tie Ours AnyV2V Tie Ours Video-P2P Tie Ours Tune-A-Video Tie

Instruction Following 50.50 34.00 15.5 75.75 16.00 8.25 56.00 29.00 15.00 74.00 16.25 9.75 70.25 20.75 9.00
Consistency 47.25 35.00 17.75 38.00 31.50 30.5 53.50 23.25 23.25 80.50 9.50 10.00 68.75 20.75 10.5

Overall Quality 53.50 29.00 17.5 61.75 22.75 15.5 63.50 30.00 6.5 63.75 22.75 13.5 56.00 22.25 21.75

Source Video
Instruction: "Change into tiger" (a) Our full model

(c) Without Test-Time Adaptation

(d) Without Spatiotemporal Adaptation (b) Without Local Latent Adaptation

(e) Without Cross-Attention Swap

Source Video
Instruction: "Make it Japanese woodblock print" (a) Our full model

(c) Without Test-Time Adaptation

(d) Without Spatiotemporal Adaptation

(e) Without Cross-Attention Swap

Figure 10: Ablation Study on components in VIA. On the left, we present an example of local
editing where only the pixels of the dog are altered. On the right, we demonstrate global editing.
Without the Local Latent Adaptation process, the background is inevitably affected during editing.
Test-time adaptation ensures robust visual effects that accurately adhere to the given instructions.
Without the gather-swap technique, object consistency across different frames is compromised.
Furthermore, incorporating cross-attention, in addition to self-attention, enhances consistency and
reduces artifacts.

A-Video. The evaluation was carried out in three key criteria: Instruction Following, Consistency,
and Overall Quality. The results are presented in Table 1. These results highlight the strengths of
our proposed method, particularly in Instruction Following and Consistency, while also indicating
potential areas for further improvement in terms of Overall Quality compared to certain baselines.

5.4 Ablation Study

In Fig. 10, we demonstrate the impact of various components of VIA on a 20-second video, in which
a dog rapidly moves head and shakes body. The editing instruction provided was "Change into a
tiger." Our Local Latent Adaptation process effectively identifies the target area and performs precise
editing. Additionally, our experiments reveal that the initial edited frames largely determine the
overall visual quality, as information from these root frames propagates through the entire video
sequence. Test-time adaptation helps the editing model adhere closely to the editing instructions. In
the absence of the gather-swap technique and relying solely on cross-frame attention, inconsistencies
appear across the frames. Moreover, while self-attention is a standard practice for ensuring frame
consistency, we discovered that cross-attention significantly enhances video editing quality. For
instance, excluding cross-attention results in less facial alignment with source video.

6 Limitation

While VIA demonstrated impressive performance in video editing, it is not without its limitations.
First, it inherits the constraints of the underlying image editing model, which restricts the range
of possible editing tasks to those predefined in the image model. Second, the self-tuning process
currently necessitates manual selection of a root pair by a human expert. In future iterations, we aim
to implement an evaluation model that can automate this selection process.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduced a novel video editing framework that addresses the significant challenges of
achieving temporal consistency and precise local edits. Our approach overcomes the limitations of
current frame-by-frame methods, ensuring coherent and immersive video experiences. Extensive
experiments demonstrate that our framework surpasses existing baselines in terms of temporal
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dynamics, local edit precision, and overall video aesthetic quality. This advancement opens new
possibilities for media production and creative content generation, setting a new standard for future
developments in video editing technology.
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Source Video

No attention gather: Make it black and white

Attention gather: Make it black and white

Figure 11: The edited group frames with&without attention gathering process. The gathering
process ensures in-group consistency, providing a fixed visual editing direction for all frames.

A Implementation Details

The evaluation is a collection of online resources and video clip from Panda-70M [39]. VIA could
be applied to general image editing framework [40, 41, 35]. In this work, we used MGIE [35]
as the image editing model. We set the diffusion step T to be 10, and conduct spatiotemporal
adaptation through all cross-attention and self-attention layer. We found the adaptation achieve the
best performance when conduct adaptation at least on the first 8 steps. We found that increase the
total step T could improve the image details but also increaes the probability of artifacts. We found a
value between 102̃0 usually yeild a good editing results with high speed.

B Architecture Discussion

Local Latent Adaptation . One approach we explored was performing latent z blending only in the
final step to merge the two variables. However, this method could introduce artifacts, particularly in
the edge areas. Conversely, blending the latent variables without Progressive Boundary Integration
resulted in images that closely resembled the source frame, thereby minimizing the intended editing
effects.

Spatiotemporal Adaptation . After the test-time adaptation process, each frame can be edited
on separate GPUs during the spatiotemporal adaptation process, significantly reducing the time
required, especially for long videos. We found that longer videos with more dynamics and scene
changes benefit from a larger group size. In this work, we use a group size of 4 for all videos. For
the attention variable substitution process, we perform it throughout the entire denoising process,
including the classifier-free guidance phase. The attention group gathering process is critical to the
model’s success. As shown in Fig. 11, for the same video, using the same random seed and the
same editing instruction, attention gathering yields much more consistent group frames. Without the
gathering process, although each frame in the group still follows the instruction, they exhibit different
semantic editing directions. With the gathering process, the group maintains internal consistency, and
the attention variables from it provide consistent guidance for all video frames in the later editing
process.
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